ANN GRENNAN MUSIC STUDIO

Private Voice Lessons
One-on-One:

• CLASSICAL
• MUSICAL
THEATER
• POP
• JAZZ

310-614-7559

www.agrennanmusic.com
Rolling Hills
Montessori School

in a beautiful rural setting,
offering 3 programs:
Toddler, Pre-Primary
and Transition (18 months - 7 years)
• Full day and half day
• Chinese/Spanish and Music inclusive
• 10 Extra curicular classes available
• Field Trips
• Community atmosphere
• Fully credentialed staff
Spaces are limited.
For more info please call: (310) 377-5722
26825 Rolling Hills Road
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
www.rollinghillsmontessori.com

GET ONE

FREE

when you buy one.*

310-370-4888
menchies.com

2515 Artesia Blvd.
Expires 11/7/18
*Can’t be combined with any other offer.
No smileage applies. Up to 4oz.

Note-ables
Zoom a Little Zoom
With all the changes around the planet, it
brings you down to earth—like gravity—how
basic science remains the same. Snowflakes
still form through crystallization, lightning
still comes from electrical charges, and that
ol’ gravity will still bring ya down! But fear
not—the inherent lightness in Zoom a Little
Kate Karp
Zoom will have everyone up, moving, and
learning about science at lightning speed!
The songs were selected
from Ballads for the Age
of Science, a forwardthinking collection of vinyl
LPs produced in 1961. They
featured original songs
performed by folk and
pop-music artists active
in the mid-20th century,
including Tom Glazer of “On
Top of Spaghetti Fame.”
The project aimed to make basic science enjoyable and
understandable to children. Now, Cathy Fink and Marcy
Marxer, two longtime busker-type musical artists, have
brought these songs into the STEAM-science present with
Zoom, swapping one musical style for another—the duo
does a great Andrews Sisters!–but retaining the lyrics
Nature, space, energy and weather are all renewed.
“Vibration” uses stringed instruments in the best way
possible; “Why Does the Sun Shine?” is a sea chanty that
talks about how far, how big and how important our Mother
Star is to life; and “We Know the Air Is There” suggests
a neat experiment and is enhanced with fiddle solos and
banjo plucking. Speaking of experiments, a downloadable
PDF with science activities comes with the CD.
Kate Karp is an editor for School News Roll Call and a freelance writer
and editor
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